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 Institute Vision

Vision-Mission

To build electrical engineers with a global perspective and a
strong dedication to Societal service.

 Institute Mission

Innovative and Interactive learning process and high quality,
internationally recognized instructional programs.
Fostering a scientific temper among students by the means of
a liaison with the Academia, Industries and Government.
Preparing students from diverse backgrounds to have aptitude
for research and spirit of Professionalism.
Inculcating in students a respect for fellow human beings and
responsibility towards the society.

To impart high quality Technical Education through :
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 Vision

To build electrical engineers with a global perspective and a
strong dedication to Societal service.

 Mission

M1: To transform the students from diverse background into skilled
electrical engineers.
 
M2: To enhance industrial interaction to meet the changing
industrial needs.
 
M3: To serve society with deep awareness of social responsibilities
and ethical values.



I feel privileged to present our department's “ELECTRA'23” magazine. This
magazine is intended to bring out the hidden literary talents among the
students and the faculty and teach leadership skills to them.

It will be a source of inspiration for the budding writers among the
students. It will direct their creativity to new dimensions of mature
expression.

I sincerely thank the editorial team for their constant effort and support in
bringing out the magazine in its present form. I thank our Director, Dr J. B.
Patil, for their continuous support in preparing these magazine issues.

Lastly, I thank all the authors who have sent their articles.

HOD's Message

Dr. Vijay S. Patil
Head of Department
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Could blood be used to power batteries? Dr. Vijay S. Patil
Assistant Professor

Batteries  are pr actically essential devices
but present a whole ho st of problems. Over
time they can have trouble retaining a
charge. Some stop working altogether.
Others overheat or leak or even explode.
They're also rigid and sometimes bulky. Then
how about, instead of your standard AA or
lithium-ion, a flexible, incredibly thin battery
that could be powered by blood or sweat?
The battery is not only as thin as paper; it
essentially is paper. At least 90 percent of
the battery is made from cellulose, which
makes up traditional paper and other paper
products. Aligned carbon nanotubes make
up the other 10 percent, give the paper its
conductive abilities and also make it black.
The nanotubes are imprinted in the very
fabric of the paper, creating what's called a
nanocomposite paper. One of the paper's
authors said that the battery "looks, feels
and weighs the same as paper".
Using nanotechnology, the battery's small
size, flexibility and replenishing electrolyte
source -- that is, as long as you eat -- make
it ideal for medical applications. When using
the battery away from the human body,
scientists soaked the paper in an ionic fluid
(a salt in liquid form), which provides the
electrolytes.
 The battery's paper-like construction grants
it significant flexibility. The RPI research team
believes that the battery could, in the future,
be printed in long sheets, which could then
be cut into small, custom-shaped batteries.
The nanocomposite paper can have holes
poked in it or be cut into unusual shapes and
continue to function. Several sheets could be
lumped together to power medical implants,
such as pacemakers, artificial hearts or
advanced prosthetics. The battery would
easily fit under the skin without causing any
discomfort.
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Because the ionic liquid used doesn't freeze
or evaporate like water, the battery could be
employed at a wide range of temperatures:
from -100 degrees Fahrenheit up to 300
degrees Fahrenheit. Its temperature
resistance and light weight mean that
manufacturers of automobiles and
airplanes -- both of which require light,
durable materials -- may come calling.
The researchers behind the battery claim
that their device is unique because it can
act "as both a high-energy battery and a
high-power supercapacitor".  -
Supercapacitors allow for large, quick bursts
of energy, potentially extending the
technology's already wide range of
applications.
The battery, which is considered
environmentally friendly because of its lack
of chemicals and high cellulose content, was
announced in the summer of 2007, but it
may be years before it's ready to stream off
production lines in long sheets. The RPI
research team says that, in the meantime,
they're trying to boost the battery's efficiency
and to figure out the best method for
production.

https://electronics.howstuffworks.com/everyday-tech/lithium-ion-battery.htm
https://health.howstuffworks.com/human-body/systems/circulatory/blood.htm


Production Of Electricity From The Artificial
Nano Trees

Harshal Chavan

Harvesting energy from the environment
responsibly is important, natural trees and
plants do this efficiently already for millions
of years. Our invention is the mimicking of
this ingenious concept also referred to as
bio mimicry or bio mimetic.
In particular this invention relates to the
shape and form of leaves and needles and
their incorporated nonmaterial’s that allows
the Nano leaf to harvest, capture
environmental energies like solar radiation,
wind and sound and turn this into electricity,
the Nano leaves made from a flexible
substrate, is exploited on both sides, using a
process called thin-film deposition which will
incorporated thermo and photovoltaic
material for the purpose of converting solar
radiation (light and heat) in addition we
introduce piezoelectric connective elements
that connect/affix the leaf to the plant or
tree, this not only allows quick and secure
assembly but it also serves for turning wind
energy into electricity. Furthermore we
intend to get our Nano leaves as close to
real as possible, one way to achieve this is to
emboss the leaves, creating a three-
dimensional leaf surface image, which is
beneficial for harvesting and capturing solar
radiation. The invention advances upon all
prior art artificial leaves, needles and
grasses including water based plants, this
method not only foresees an economical
and efficient way to harvest solar radiation
and wind energy via incorporation of
thermo- photovoltaic and piezoelectric
materials but also reveals a method for
affixing artificial leaves that can harvest and
capture solar radiation, wind energy and
energy generated from falling rain and hail,
providing an aesthetically pleasing and
natural looking artificial leaves and needles
that can be affixed to trees, plants, shrubs
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 and water based plants. Furthermore the
main advantage of these Nano leaves is that
these leaves are converting more energy
than the solar panels. When we comprised
the energy produced from Nano leaf tree to
the energy produced with the solar panels,
we found out that artificial Nano trees are
converting solar radiation (light and heat)
and wind(3 in 1) 130kwh p/in2  per year 370
euro p/in and solar panels are converting
sun light 90Kwh p/in2 580p/in2.As far as we
concern about the usage of this energy, this
electrical energy can be used for driving the
car which will reduce the use of the fossil
fuels and can be used to enlighten the
house.

Second Year Electrical Engineering



NanoCatalyst Aneket Sadotra

In electro catalytic performance tests at
ANL, the platinum/nickel nano-frames when
encapsulated in an ionic liquid exhibited a
36-fold enhancement in mass activity and
22-fold enhancement in specific activity
compared with platinum nano-particles
dispersed on carbon for the oxygen
reduction reaction. These nano frame
electro catalysts, modified by
electrochemically deposited nickel
hydroxide, were also tested for the hydrogen
evolution reaction and showed that
catalytic activity was enhanced by an
order-of- magnitude over platinum/carbon
catalysts, By greatly reducing the amount of
platinum needed for oxygen reduction and
hydrogen evolution reactions, our New dass
of nanocatalysts should lead to the design
of next-generation catalysts with greatly
reduced cost but significantly enhanced
activities."Fuel cells and electrolyzes can
help meet the ever-increasing demands for
electrical power while substantially reducing
the emission of carbon and other
atmospheric pollutants. These technologies
are based on either the oxygen reduction
reaction (fuel cells), or the hydrogen
evolution reaction (electrolyzes). Currently,
the best electro catalyst for both reactions
consists of platinum nanoparticles
dispersed on carbon. Though quite effective,
the high cost and limited availability of
platinum makes large-scale use of this
approach a major challenge for both
stationary and portable electrochemical
applications. We needed to be able to
reproduce the outstanding catalytic
performance of these materials in
nanoparticulates that offered high surface
areas."this by transforming solid polyhedral
bimetallic nanoparticles of platinum and
nickel into hollow nanoframes.  

The solid polyhedral nano-particles are
synthesized in the reagent oleylamine, then
soaked in a solvent, such as hexane or
chloroform, for either two weeks at room
temperature, or for 12 hours at 120 C. "In
contrast to other synthesis procedures for
hollow nanostructures that involve corrosion
induced by harsh oxidizing agents or
applied potential, our method proceeds
spontaneously in air,". "The open structure of
our platinum/nickel nanoframes addresses
some of the major design criteria for
advanced nanoscaleelectrocatalysts,
including, high surface-to-volume ratio, 3-D
surface molecular accessibility, and
significantly reduced precious metal
utilization.
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Vegawatt

Transforming waste vegetable oils into
electricity and heat... Restaurant owners
often grabble with what to do with waste oil
generated from deep fat fryers, Each year
more than 11 billion liters (2.9 billion U.S.
gallons) of waste vegetable oil is produced
by restaurants, food processing plants and
fast food restaurants in the USA. Although
there are regulations for proper disposal of
the waste oil, most disposal options involve
removal and transport of the oil to another
location. Vegawatt has come up with a
unique system to turn vegetable waste oil
into energy at the restaurant. The very first
system was just installed at a fish fry
restaurant in Dedham. Waste oil recycling
and energy creating compact system.
Vega watt is a unique renewable-source
energy system that generates electricity and
hot water, on-site, for restaurants and
foodservice operations by using the waste
vegetable cooking oil (WVO) from their
fryers as a fuel source. Vegawatt is a 5kW
unit that will provide a return of investment
(ROI) of only 3 years for operations that
dispose of 50 gallons per week of WVO and 2
years for operators disposing of 80 gallons
each week. Our generator is fully automated;
Through a proprietary process of oil
cleansing, preparation and filtration the
Vegawatt readies used cooking oil to be
burned as a fuel in a diesel generator.
Typically restaurants and foodservice
operations are either paying for a grease
rendering company to take this product
away for use in cosmetics, soaps or in
animal feed. The Vegawatt requires a
footprint of only 12 square feet. It is 6 feet
long, 2 feet deep and about 6 feet high.
Typically it will be located at the back door
or loading dock/delivery area of a restaurant
or foodservice facility. 
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Tushar Patil
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It is quiet enough in its operation that you
can stand next to it and have a cell phone
conversation while the Vegawatt is running.
The cost savings are also a function of the
cost for electricity and natural gas in the city
where the Vegawatt is installed.; Typically
restaurants and foodservice operations are
either paying for a grease rendering
company to take this product away for use
in cosmetics, soaps or in animal feed.
Sometimes it ends up on landfils. Other
companies may use it to make bio-diesel.



Metamorphic Robots Narendra Tawade

Metamorphic robots are robots able to
change their shape without outside help. The
robots are composed of a collection of
independently controlled robots that can
move around on the other robot store form.
The image below shows how a module
moves. The module labeled S cannot move
while another module is moving around it.
The moving module wraps itself to another
edge of the still module. Then it disconnects
from the edge it started at and wraps itself
back to hexagon shape. In our definition,
every module has the identical structure,
motion constraints, and computing
capabilities. The modules also have a
regular symmetry, so they can be packed
without any gaps between them.
A metamorphic system can dynamically
reconfigure by the locomotion of modules
over their neighbors. Thus they can be
viewed as a collection of connected
modular robots which act together to
perform the given task. The planar
metamorphic robots described in this paper
consist of hexagonal or square modules.
Because of their shape, the modules
completely fill the plane without any gaps,
their centers forming a regular lattice. Both
the hexagonal and square modules are
provided with electromechanical coupling
mechanisms actuated by D.C. Motors.
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What separates metamorphic systems from
other reconfigurable robots is that they
possess all of the following properties: (1)
self-reconfigurability without outside help;
(2) a large number of homogeneous
modules; and (3) physical constraints
ensure contact between modules. the
kinematic constraints governing a particular
metamorphic robot are addressed. When
making motions of the metamorphic robot,
we can use not only the degrees of freedom
in the joints but also the deformation of the
links. In making use of the deformation by
the length of the shortest path, this connects
both ends of the deformed link.
These robots that can change shape and
move without outside intervention are useful
in environments where people cannot go.
Examples of such situations are out in space,
in mines, deep underwater, and in burning
buildings. Having many identical modules
makes the system more robust and more
cost-efficient. If one module breaks down,
the whole system can still continue. The
modules can be mass-produced cutting
down on manufacturing costs.

Final Year Electrical Engineering



Lightning Protection System Darshana Joshi

A properly installed lightning protection
system is over 98% effective in preventing
lightning damage. It is a tried and true
method that has been used for over one-
hundred years. With the proper lightning
protection system you can rest assured that
your investments, operations, and personnel
will be protected. A Lightning Protection
Envelope is a complete system of strike
termination devices, conductors, grounding
electrodes, interconnecting conductors,
surge protective devices, and connectors or
fittings. The conductors safely conduct the
lightning current to ground, and effective low
resistance grounding helps to dissipate the
lightning current into the earth. The practical
purpose of a lightning protection system is
the safeguarding of persons and property
from hazards arising from the exposure to
the dangers of lightning.
The universally accepted method of
protecting your valuable property from
potential damage caused by lightning is a
correctly designed and professionally
installed lightning protection system, Alltec
Corporation designs are application specific
to meet your needs. The rolling sphere
method is the most used method to
determine the protection zone for buildings
and other facilities. In this method of
determining the likely points of lightning
strike attachment, the sphere diameter
corresponds to the "last strike" radius of
selectable sizes of lightning currents, as
established by modern scientific testing and
investigation. The areas touched by the
sphere are deemed to require protection. On
tall structures, this can obviously include the
sides of the facility. In addition, all possible
placements of the sphere must be
considered when determining the zone of
protection using the rolling sphere method.
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Lightning shielding analysis using the rolling
sphere method can also be performed using
special software. The red dotes indicate the
direct lightning strike point corresponding to
rolling the sphere with radius 30 meter. This
type of computer modeling aids in
determining the required number of
lightning air terminals or protection
measures to prevent direct lightning strikes
to any elevated part of the structure. Any
available lightning protection standard may
be used, with corresponding protection
levels, to determine the lightning air
terminals required to protect the structure.
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Content Based Image Retrieval using Deep Convolutional
Variational Autoencoder
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Design and Implementation of Mixed Signal Filter
For Continuous Monitoring of ECG Signal
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Variants of Artificial Bee Colony algorithm and its applications in
medical image processing
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Interpretation of intelligence in CNN-pooling processes:
a methodological survey


